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Thinking about your career choice or

You have some idea of what kinds

It's easy to put off career planning

You know the career you're

When you hear the words

You can prepare for a career all

It can be overwhelming to find a

When you think about getting a

What happens after you send

making a career change? Self-

of careers or job changes you might

when you have so much else going

interested in or the career

"personal brand," what do you

you want, but if you're not able to

job. It can be even harder to find a

job, does the thought of having

out your résumé, network,

discovery is the first step in the

like to pursue. What's next?

on. But creating a career plan isn't

advancement you want to

think of? Many people think that

present your skills, experience,

position related to the career you

an interview worry you?

interview, and have more than

process of career planning. The

Researching those careers.

hard, and it can save you time and

pursue, but how do you get

developing a personal brand

and education in a way that

want. Taking time to target your

Preparing well for your interview

one choice to pick from-or don't

money in the long-run.

there? Part of reaching your

means you have to brag about

appeals to employers, you'll have

search and find positions that fit

can make the process much less

hear back at all? No matter

exploring what you like to do, what

career goals is acquiring the skills

yourself. But developing a

a hard time getting a job. This

with your career dreams is one of

scary.

where you are along your

you do best, and what personal

you need. This is because skills are

personal brand is not about

milestone is all about

the most important steps in the

career path-just getting

attributes are your greatest assets.

the access card of the work world

bragging. It's about figuring out

communicating your value

career-search process. In this

started, changing careers, or

—potential hires with a strong

who you are and what unique

through your résumé and cover

milestone, you'll look at ways to

trying to get a promotion-you'll

skillset have a much better

skills and qualities you offer

letter.

search for a job and create a

have to consider opportunities

chance of getting in the door

employers. If you plan to start

network.

you may have. How do you

(past the automated tracking

your own business, it's about how

system and screening interview)

to communicate your value and

and hired compared to those who

the value of your idea to investors.

process of self-assessment involves

make the best choice?

don't.
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This milestone contains activities to

In this milestone, we'll focus on:
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In this milestone, we'll focus on:

In this milestone, you'll focus on:

We'll focus on these three areas:

help you start the process of finding a

In this milestone, we'll focus on

In this milestone, we'll focus on

the following:

the following:

successful career path.
Job-search strategies: What are

Preparing for an interview: Do

Considering personal factors:

Making a career plan: What is a

Learning about skills and

Creating a personal brand

Organizing information in a

the best ways to find a job in a

career plan and how do you build

how to build them: What

statement: How do you go

résumé and a job application: Do

you know what you need to do

How do you make the best

career field you're interested in?

one that works for you?

skills do you need to be

beyond creating an average

you have all the information you

to be ready to succeed in an

career decision given your

Networking: What is the best way

successful in your particular

personal brand statement to one

need for a résumé or job

interview situation?

particular situation?

to build a network? Informational

career and how can you

that truly stands out?

application?

interviewing: Are you prepared to

Different interview styles: Are

have an informational interview

you familiar with the different

with someone in your

types of interviews you may

Setting career goals: What goals
should you set to make your career
plan happen?

build them?
Communicating your skills:

Communicating your personal

How can you best

brand: How can you best

showcase your skills to

communicate your personal

Building a résumé: Do you know

employers?

brand to employers?

how to create a résumé that

Evaluating the job offer and

have?
Tough interview questions: Are

highlights your unique value?

you prepared to answer the

Adjusting your plan: How can you

really hard questions?

negotiating: If you receive a
job offer, how do you know if
it's the right one for you, and
how do you negotiate so you
get what you deserve?
Being persistent: What do you
do if you don't get the job offer
you want?

change your plan
Your résumé GRIT: How can you
go above and beyond when you
create your résumé so that you
really stand out?

Creating a cover letter: How do
you write a cover letter that will
inspire employers to check out
your résumé and grant you an
interview?
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